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Main Street Radio Network Announces Launch, Flagship Program, Distribution Partners
Alexandria, VA October 8, 2010 – Main Street Radio Network President Jane Silk
announced today the launch of the network featuring the flagship program, BATTLE LINE
with ALAN NATHAN, and several other programs in development. Also announced today
is a distribution agreement with Business TalkRadio Network and Lifestyle TalkRadio
Network for the program BATTLE LINE with ALAN NATHAN, as well as future projects.
MAIN STREET RADIO NETWORK is a boutique network of selected nationally syndicated
shows. It’s also an advertising rep-firm offering our clients access to millions of
listeners via a multitude of programs both inside and outside the Main Street Radio
Network line-up. [ www.mainstreetradionetwork.com ]
From the Company’s website: “We are on a mission to exceed the expectations of each
and every listener, sponsor and radio outlet.”
BATTLE LINE with ALAN NATHAN enters its 13th year of syndication and airs in nearly
100 markets nationwide on weekends. It will soon be expanding to daily broadcast.
Affiliate Relations will be handled by Chicago based FoxRock Communications.
FoxRock Communications President Matt Smith said, “BATTLE LINE with ALAN NATHAN
is compelling, entertaining programming that NEEDS to be heard. I’m proud to be
working with Jane, Alan, and the teams of Main Street Radio Network, Business
TalkRadio Network and Lifestyle TalkRadio Network to get this great show to more
listeners nationwide.”
Jeff Weber, Executive Vice-President of BTRN and LTRN said, “We are pleased to be
distributing BATTLE LINE with ALAN NATHAN on our networks. The show defines what
powerful and informative talk really is. The MAIN STREET RADIO NETWORK team are
true professionals and we’re excited about working with them on this and future
projects,” Weber added. BATTLE LINE w/ALAN NATHAN debuts on LTRN November 13th.
“Alan Nathan is the REAL voice of the ‘silent majority.’” -- BILL
SCHNEIDER, CNN Political Analyst
"Cut Throat Talk, No Holds Barred Debate. Right meets Left and the sparks
fly." -- ALAN GOTTLIEB, President, KITZ 1400 Port Orchard-Seattle,
Washington //KGTK 920 Olympia-Seattle, Washington //KBNP 1410
Portland, Oregon //KSBN 1230 Spokane, Washington
“One of the most unusual talk shows in the business because he is a
radical moderate. It terrified me the first time I was on because within 30
seconds I realized I was playing in a very difficult sport. It’s a brilliant show
and he is a brilliant moderator.” -- MICHAEL HARRISON, Editor &
Publisher, Talkers Magazine

